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University prepares for eliminated surcharge

The concept of an international student surcharge was introduced, and according to Terrance Minor, an advisor to the University, it was a measure of financial support for the University. Minor said that in the end, the University had to address the issue of surcharge.

How Howard University, an institution primarily focused on educating domestic students, found itself a target of international students who have been involved in recent protests and demonstrations. The University, in reaction to these events, has eliminated the surcharge for international students. The decision was made by the University's administration, and it has been widely celebrated by students and faculty alike.

The University has always been a leader in the field of education, and this decision is a testament to its commitment to providing the best possible education for all students. It is a step towards creating a more inclusive and equitable educational environment for all students, regardless of their background or financial status.

Enrollment of International Students at Howard University from Academic Years 1989-90 to 1993-94

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of International Students</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1989-90</td>
<td>300</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1990-91</td>
<td>250</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1991-92</td>
<td>200</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1992-93</td>
<td>150</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1993-94</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Provided by the Office of International Student Services

The decision to eliminate the surcharge has been met with widespread support and has been seen as a major step forward in the University's efforts to provide a more equitable and inclusive educational environment.

Ladner added the University's goal had been to serve the Howard University community in various ways, but this has been challenging with the recent events. He said the University had to address these issues and find a solution.

The University has always been a leader in the field of education, and this decision is a testament to its commitment to providing the best possible education for all students. It is a step towards creating a more inclusive and equitable educational environment for all students, regardless of their background or financial status.
ALUMNI IMPRESSED BY HOWARD'S IMPROVED FACILITIES, ACTIVITY

By Crystal D. Davis
Hilltop Staff Writer

In the span of just 30 years, the physical campus of Howard University has taken on a new lease on life. The university is undergoing a major transformation, not just in its physical facilities, but also in its academic programs and student life.

In December, Howard University hosted the opening of the Music and Media Complex, a state-of-the-art facility designed to enhance the university’s offerings in music and media. The new complex, located on the corner of 21st Street and C Street NW, will provide students with access to state-of-the-art recording studios, music classrooms, and performance spaces.

The university also recently completed a major renovation of the campus dining halls, which now feature modern amenities and more nutritious options for students.

These improvements have not gone unnoticed by the alumni, who have expressed their excitement and pride in the university’s continued growth. "I'm so proud of Howard’s progress," said Alumni Association President Jane Smith. "We're seeing a real commitment to enhancing the student experience and preparing our graduates for the future."
Singing group arrested during homecoming

By Marita M. Lewis

Washington D.C. — Three members of a high-profile group were arrested on Saturday, after splitting at a Columbia University event, in a 26 block area of Lattom Street, off Howard's College campus. The incident involved Germaine Bright, Michael Vanrensalier and Mark Gay, who were released on bail yesterday. Bright, who was carrying a gun, was repaired to the print office. The group, which comprised of Howard students, turned out on Friday Oct 1st, in order to participate in the weekend's homecoming activities. It was reported that the group had split after arriving at Congress Hall for a concert. According to a press release by Metropolitan Police spokesman, the arrests were made without a fight and for suspicion of possessing a firearm. It was also reported that the group had split after arriving at Congress Hall for a concert. According to a press release by Metropolitan Police spokesman, the arrests were made without a fight and for suspicion of possessing a firearm.

Delta week unfolds as "The Journey Begins"

By Marita M. Lewis

Newspaper believe that Black students are at the forefront of college campuses. This belief is an extension of Delta Sigma Theta's Alpha Chapter, which is on the front line in the struggle for equality. It is a fact that the Delta Sigma Theta's Alpha Chapter is a community organization. In fact, the Delta Sigma Theta is the only organization in the country that has worked on many different projects. The Alpha Chapter is dedicated to bringing Black students to the forefront of college campuses. It is a fact that the Alpha Chapter is leading the way for Black students.

``There's a whole list of black celebrities who have run-ins with the law."

— Faith Fox, general manager of Delta Martin Entertainment

Bridge, Vanrensalier and Mark Gay (who was not involved) run-ins with the law, Fox added, naming rapper Tupac as a prime example. "It's not our goal to dispel the myth that Black celebrities are being harassed," he said. "It's our goal to enlighten the Howard community about the negative hype surrounding the program." Officer Anthony O'Leary, who works with the Public Information Office and has been involved in special events, said tensions were high. "There's been a lot of tension between the groups," he said. "But Bright would lose in the D.C. Superior Court for possession of a firearm without a license. He is scheduled to appear in court on October 21." When asked if the tension would continue, Fox emphasized that the group would continue to come back as much as possible. "We are going to have a lot of events this week," Fox said. "Our goal is to be as visible as possible." The Howard students, who are organizing the event, hope to bring attention to the issue of racial profiling.

Upcoming Events...

Tonight there will be a mandatory, EMERGENCY General Assembly meeting, at 6:00 in Room 102 of the Blackburn Center. Any questions, call 806-7007.

There will be a Jabberwock Interest Meeting, Wednesday October 19 at 5:30 in the Hilltop Lounge. If you're interested, please have your talent in mind.

UGSA and the Campus Pals will be sponsoring a bus trip for the Howard/Morhouse game on October 29. If you would like some more information on the trip, please call Emmett Richmond at (202) 806-6918 or Krystal James at (202) 806-5381.

If you would like to write for the Campus Section, stop by the HILLTOP this Monday at 6:30 p.m.

Congratulations...

The Hilltop/Albaphile fraternity, incorporated, Alpha Chapter

1994 Homecoming Step Show Champions

American State: Do I love myself? (Alcohol Abuse on the Campus) is this year's International Stereo and International Parsons are Alpha Chapter Champion.

Photos by Susan Johnson

The Hilltop/Albaphile fraternity, incorporated, Alpha Chapter
The Republican National Committee is set to meet to discuss its platform and candidates for the upcoming elections. The meeting is expected to be held in Washington, D.C., at the Marriott Marquis Hotel on September 17th. The platform is expected to cover a wide range of issues, including foreign policy, economic growth, and healthcare.

The meeting will also feature speeches from various Republican leaders, including President Donald Trump, Vice President Mike Pence, and House Speaker Paul Ryan. The platform is expected to reflect the party's conservative values and will likely include positions on issues such as tax cuts, immigration, and energy policy.

The meeting is an important event for the Republican Party, as it sets the tone and direction for the party's campaign in the upcoming midterm elections. The platform will be adopted by the Republicans' national convention later in the year, and it will guide the party's candidates and activists as they campaign across the country.

The meeting will also provide an opportunity for Republican leaders to address any challenges facing the party, such as the ongoing Russia investigation and the ongoing debate over healthcare reform. The party is expected to focus on these issues as it works to regain the confidence of voters and rebuild its base.

In conclusion, the Republican National Committee meeting is an important event for the Republican Party, as it sets the tone and direction for the party's campaign in the upcoming midterm elections. The platform will be adopted by the Republicans' national convention later in the year, and it will guide the party's candidates and activists as they campaign across the country.

The meeting will also provide an opportunity for Republican leaders to address any challenges facing the party, such as the ongoing Russia investigation and the ongoing debate over healthcare reform. The party is expected to focus on these issues as it works to regain the confidence of voters and rebuild its base.
Nation's children may face longer school year

Here are six countries ranked by the number of days in school per year:

- **Germany**: 243 days
- **Japan**: 240 days
- **Austria**: 216 days
- **Denmark**: 200 days
- **Switzerland**: 195 days
- **America**: 180 days

School day attendance year

In addition to being one of the top school year attendance

1. **Germany**: 243 days
2. **Japan**: 246 days
3. **Austria**: 216 days
4. **Denmark**: 200 days
5. **Switzerland**: 195 days
6. **America**: 180 days

In order to extend the school year, some states have considered legislation to increase the number of school days. This could have implications for various aspects of education, including teacher salaries, student well-being, and the overall academic calendar. The decision to extend the school year can have significant consequences for students, teachers, and the broader community, and it is crucial to carefully consider the implications before making any changes.
INTERNATIONAL

Nelson Mandela receives leadership award

After the death of Fidel Castro, Nelson Mandela became the most prominent political figure in the world. He had been a leader in the African National Congress (ANC) for many years and had been imprisoned for 27 years by the South African government. Mandela was released from prison in 1990 and became the first black president of South Africa in 1994.

Mandela's leadership was characterized by his commitment to non-violence and his belief in reconciliation. He worked to bring about a peaceful transition from apartheid to democracy and to promote reconciliation between the different racial groups in South Africa.

Mandela's leadership was not without its challenges. He faced opposition from some members of the ANC and from the South African government, which sought to undermine his leadership. However, Mandela was able to maintain the support of the majority of the South African people and to work towards a peaceful resolution of South Africa's problems.

Mandela's leadership was widely praised both at home and abroad. He was awarded the Nobel Peace Prize in 1993 and was named by Time magazine as one of the 100 Most Influential People of the 20th Century.

However, Mandela's leadership was not without its critics. Some argued that he was too moderate and that he did not do enough to address the social and economic problems faced by the South African people. Others argued that he was too focused on reconciliation and did not do enough to bring about change in South Africa.

Despite these criticisms, Mandela's leadership is widely regarded as a model for leaders around the world. His commitment to non-violence and reconciliation has inspired many people around the world and his leadership has been a source of hope and inspiration to those who are fighting for justice and equality.
STUDENT TRAVEL
London.................. $468
Paris...................... $480
Frankfurt................. $480
Mexico City.............. $296
tokyo.................... $815
Sydney................... $1279

"If I am virtuous and worthy, for whom should I not maintain proper concern?"
CONFUCIUS

"The first point of courtesy must always be truth."
EMERSON

"A zero didler is a zero indeed."
POLITENESSMAN

STUDENT TRAVEL
2401 Pennsylvania Ave. N
Washington, DC 20037
202-887-0912

THE HILLTOP
Seniors BE A PART OF HU HISTORY

Take your senior picture for The Bison Yearbook!
The deadline is October 21

Do You Want Credit Cards?

Regardless of credit experience.
Now you can have the most recognized credit card in the world EVEN IF YOU ARE NEW IN CREDIT or HAVE BEEN TURNED DOWN BEFORE!

MasterCard® is the credit card you deserve and need for ID-BOOKS-DEPARTMENT STORES-TUITION-ENTERTAINMENT-EMERGENCY CASH-TICKETS-RESTAURANTS-HOTELS-MOTELS-GAS-CAR RENTALS-REPAIRS-AND TO BUILD YOUR CREDIT RATING!

No turn downs! No credit checks! No security deposit!

SEND THE COUPON TODAY YOUR CREDIT CARDS ARE WAITING!

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY
STATE
ZIP

No credit checks! No security deposit!

MasterCard® is a registered trademark of MasterCard International, Inc.

MAIL THIS NO RISK COUPON TODAY

NOTE: MasterCard is a registered trademark of MasterCard International, Inc.

Call (703) 214-6364

Procrastinating Blues?
Call 1-800-COLLECT

Save the People You Call up to 44%

UNI-CARD, BOX 220645, HOLLYWOOD, FL 33022

YES! I want MasterCard® immediately.
100% GUARANTEED!

Signature

Do You Want Credit Cards?
Sexual harassment still hot issue on campus

By Shauna Jackson

In 1993, the Washington Post reported that sexual harassment cases on college campuses were on the rise. Since then, the issue has continued to be a significant concern for students, faculty, and administrators. Despite the existence of policies and training programs to combat harassment, the problem persists. It is estimated that one in four women and one in five men experience sexual harassment during their college education. The effects of harassment can be profound, affecting mental health, academic performance, and overall well-being.

Presentation key to job hunt

By Debra Gish

Finding a job after college can be overwhelming, but there are strategies that can increase your chances of success. Networking, crafting a strong resume, and preparing for interviews are crucial steps. It is also beneficial to build a personal brand, highlighting your strengths and accomplishments. Positioning yourself as a valuable asset to potential employers can make all the difference.

New minivan models from ‘Big Three’ still U.S. competition

By Steve Reiner

The minivan market has seen significant growth in recent years, with new models introduced by the “Big Three” automakers. Despite the introduction of more fuel-efficient options, minivans remain popular for their spacious interiors and versatility. The market is expected to continue growing, driven by factors such as demographics and family needs.

Scholarship services aid in finding funding sources for college costs

By Tim Renier

Many high school seniors are struggling to find the funds to attend college. Scholarship services can be a valuable resource in this process. They offer guidance, assistance, and opportunities to help students secure the financial aid they need to pursue their education.

Phone service offers training, big bucks

By Myrlin Joseph

Launching a phone service business can be a lucrative venture, offering both training opportunities and financial rewards. Entrepreneurs who are successful in this field can earn substantial income. However, it is important to approach this business with a solid strategy and commitment to providing quality service to customers.

"I have never had a problem with being sexually harassed," said Pat Fuller, who works in human resources for a technology firm. "I feel that there is very little tolerance for this behavior, and those who commit it are punished appropriately."
HERE'S A CONTEST
YOU MIGHT REALLY END UP GETTING INTO.

This contest could open some doors for you in the automotive industry. Not to mention some doors on a new 1995 Nissan Sentra.

Introducing "Nissan Designs for the Future." A competition established by Nissan Motors Corporation USA, in cooperation with the National Society of Black Engineers to discover new talent in the fields of automotive design and engineering. Just design or improve an original safety or environmental feature for the inside or outside of a car, or design the car itself, and you could win.

First you'll need to get an entry kit from your campus Career Center, your college's engineering school, or your NSBE Region 2 chairperson. Then read the instructions below. All designs will be judged by Nissan Research and Engineering. Development or Nissan Design International, whose decision will be final.

Enter the "Nissan Designs for the Future" competition today. If you win you can open the door with a lease on a new car, but at the same time you'll have opened a door to your future.

Discover new talent in the fields of automotive design. All designs will be judged by Nissan Research and Engineering. Development or Nissan Design International. whose decision will be final.

Enter the "Nissan Designs for the Future" competition today. If you win you can open the door with a lease on a new car. But at the same time you'll have opened a door to your future.

THE FUTURE BELONGS TO THOSE WHO EARN IT.

Take a glimpse at the future of the investment business. Where client needs are always placed first. Where diversity, opportunity and innovation are valued, encouraged and rewarded. Where relationships between investment banking, trading, research and brokerage are forging a remarkable integration of capabilities. All in the pursuit of generating greater value for our clients and shareholders.

Take a glimpse at the future of the investment business: today's Smith Barney.

INFORMATION SESSION
Thursday, October 20, 1994
7 p.m.
Faculty Lounge-5th Floor

SMITH BARNEY
We make money the old-fashioned way. We earn it."
Undergraduates are cordially invited to attend an information session on career opportunities in Investment Banking at Lehman Brothers.

Wednesday, October 19, 1994 at 6:00 PM

Howard University Hotel
Langston Room

LEHMAN BROTHERS
OPPORTUNITY OF A LIFETIME

Health professionals in the National Health Service Corps (NHSC) practice as members of interdisciplinary teams in community-based health systems, serving patients who otherwise would lack access to primary care. Join a team of dedicated health professionals through one of NHSC’s student opportunities:

SCHOLARSHIPS
The NHSC Scholarship is available to medical, nurse practitioner, physician assistant and nurse-midwifery students who may receive tuition, fees, a monthly stipend and other reasonable educational expenses in exchange for service upon completion of training. Minimum service commitment: two years. Scholarship applications due last Friday in March.

EXTERNSHIPS
Fellowship of Primary Care Health Professionals: Many state and regional organizations offer students the opportunity to train on interdisciplinary teams and acquire the skills to provide culturally competent care. Most offer stipends for summer or year-round positions. Application deadlines vary by state.

For more information, call National Health Service Corps Recruitment: 1-800-221-9393
The Forum

Everyone offers their advice. When one speaker after another
is finished offering his or her opinion
with the finest eloquence.

On what can be done.

Of our problems are.

What's wrong?

Why do women
themselves get taken
advantage of

What's up with the

themselves

Are we responsible

Why are men

How do the kids

What difference

absorb what we do

does it make

Honesty

Sex

Love

Communication

Respect

Self-esteem

Knowledge

Sharing

Honesty

Strength

Integrity

Nice Words. But stop.

How far do they go?

Do they make it to the
door

or like the flier for

yesterday's event

Are they left on the

floor

To be swept away

and discarded

like your

average faded

memory?

Does the brother

who claps

When someone

calls for Respect

Heed the message

When he steps to that

young lady

with thick legs

in her sun

dress and choker

but thinks we

When the digits are

not forthcoming-

Is the sister who

nods emphatically

and says out loud

That's Right!

When the trap of

materialism is disc-

ussed

Still feeling " that's

right "

When it comes to

taking the train to a

movie

Instead of lamplin

in the passenger

seat

of a forest.

green BMW 625i?

All kinds of heads

in kn's perm's

Naturals, fades,

dreads

Turn to yet

another speaker

Who asks the

eternal burning

Question, what can we do

how can we turn

ourselves around, What

about
solution?

How can our

people be saved?

Eyes must turn

inward

No one is going to

have a Red, Black

and Green magic wand to

advance the

Black race.

Sure, it's OK to sit and clap

But are you just

trying to save face

Or do you really

want change?

When all of the

issues

Have been dis-

cussed to death

It seems that if

everyone knows

What needs to be done

and there's

nothing left to address

" We are the people" who need to

save our breathes

and energy

to instill within

the things that

Everyone claps, and

noisies, and shouts for

Easily done? No.

Will things start to

got better until

then? No.

Of what's in our

minds and souls

One can only wish

if we'll ever be

whole

As a Divine

People

Talim Lessane

Graduate Student

School of Education

GONE

Gone to a resting place

somewhere else and safe.

Gone because of our calling.

no longer hang around.

Gone to a place of comfort,

relaxation

and where very few take time

to cry.

Gone to our resting place
day within the sky,

leaving behind our treasures, an

armor and our sword.

Gone off to be safe, in the

bosom of our Lord.

H.A. Jackson

Sophomore

School of Arts & Sciences

Again Untitled

I often wonder about:

Fortunes that are made

after another man's pain

what a price to pay

for your monetary gain

While the dirty baseman

seems to beg for change

I shake my head

and move on

sickened by her

lack of shame

But the underworld continues on

With its filthy dealings

where making

the dollar

is all that counts

while lives hang in the bargain

and killers gain clout

what is the deal?

Little boys and so-called men

know they could make

fast loot

by running around the

world

all across the USA ( God bless America )

in somebody's corporate
doors

where spec room deals

evil back-room post's

and the rich get richer ( and slicker )

That's a

the owners of vast fortunes, millions in real estate, tax-exempt free-farms

and you

marines

large boats

sharks

and political clout

to buy invisibility on and off

the shores and axes of this great land

Don't you understand

Dear America

is a white lie still a lie?

You tell me

Who is the true criminal...

J. Menee

Senior

School of Communications

All poems are copyrighted by the writers
Homecoming Fashion Show displays black lifestyles

By Minda Spaulding
Hilltop Staff Writer

"We begin our exploration of all that is art or can be," said staff writer,2022, staff writer, 2022, 

Meeting at the Crossroads evoked mixed feelings, emotions, and reactions.

IUU did not please everyone. The rain didn't have the desired effect, as students simply did not mix. The problem was that the event was not the bomb.

The prices were high, especially when compared to the usual event. But the most popular event was the missed opportunity for many. The screaming definitely did not stop there.

The theme of diversity was not evident in the event. The event was the bomb, as usual. The event was the bomb, as usual. The event was the bomb, as usual. The event was the bomb, as usual.
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The prices were high, especially when compared to the usual event. But the most popular event was the missed opportunity for many. The screaming definitely did not stop there.
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Howard group ‘Chosen’ to sing God’s praises
All-female quintet aims for fame in contemporary gospel

We feel that we are together through divine intervention. God has a plan for us, we don’t know what it is, but God does and that’s all that matters.” Robinson said.

“We feel that we are together through divine intervention. God has a plan for us, we don’t know what it is, but God does and that’s all that matters.”

— Michelle Robinson

Be sure to look for
“Makes Me Wanna Holler” author Nathan McCall
during next week’s Communications Conference

Goldman, Sachs & Co.
When Considering Your Career Opportunities, Consider One More Thing.

Consider the investment bank where a variety of undergraduate opportunities are available for individuals from a wide range of backgrounds. Where investment banking, sales, trading, information technology, finance, accounting, asset management, research and operations are integral to the firm’s success. And where finding the area that is right for you is as simple as joining us at our upcoming information session.

In short, consider Goldman Sachs.

All of the members of the five are alumni of the five singing groups and are familiar with gospel music. The group has been performing for over 20 years, and they have performed at various venues across the country. They recently performed at the National Association of Music Educators’ annual conference in Washington D.C., where they were well received by the audience.

Be sure to attend the upcoming information session to learn more about Goldman Sachs and how they can help you achieve your career goals.

Information Session on
Thursday, October 18, 1994
6:00 P.M.
School of Business, Faculty Lounge, Room 585

Reception to follow. Please dress casually.

Michelle Robinson, the group’s founder and director, said, “We feel that we are together through divine intervention. God has a plan for us, we don’t know what it is, but God does and that’s all that matters.”
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All of the members of the five are alumni of the five singing groups and are familiar with gospel music. The group has been performing for over 20 years, and they have performed at various venues across the country. They recently performed at the National Association of Music Educators’ annual conference in Washington D.C., where they were well received by the audience.
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announcing
the discover® card
$25 new member rebate.

(hurry, it won't be here for long.)

apply for the discover® card
by november 10.
spend $75. get $25 back*.
no annual fee.

look for applications and certificates on campus.

if you don't get it, get it.
Bison win Homecoming 21-20 in the last minute

By Rasa Higgins


After Howard University’s Homecoming was celebrated over Saturday, the Bison lost their second game of the season to Bethune-Cookman. Bryant Scott contributed two sacks, and quarterback Steve McMillan had a good game.

The defense was led by senior linebacker Jon Wells, who had 12 tackles, including two sacks. The Bison defense also forced Bethune-Cookman to punt on three of their last four possessions, holding them to two yards on the ground and one score.

Scott’s contributions were crucial as Bethune-Cookman’s quarterback threw two interceptions and the Bison defense forced a fumble.

Scott acknowledged the defense’s performance, saying, “We knew we had to play well today, and we did. We showed up.”

The Bison’s win came in the last minute of the game, with a 39-yard field goal by Connor.

Connor said, “It was a close game, but we kept our composure and were able to make the big plays when we needed to.”

The Bison defense, led by Scott, dominated the game and kept Bethune-Cookman from scoring, allowing them to win 21-20 in the last minute.

With the win, the Bison improve to 2-2 on the season, and look forward to their next game.

Above: Offensive line ahead Connor plenty of time in the backfield. Connor needs Bison defense inside the Wildcat.
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all seniors take note

all senior photo sessions will terminate october 21, 1994 at 6 p.m.

after 6 p.m., absolutely no more photos will be taken...no exceptions!

sitting fee is $10 and men must wear a shirt and tie
go to the blackburn center music listening room between 9 a.m.- 6 p.m.

HOUSING HASSLES?!
Make the Smart Move!

THE NEW AMSTERDAM APARTMENT BUILDING
1375 Fairmont St. NW

- Wall-to-Wall Carpeting
- Fully Equipped Kitchens
- Oak Cabinets
- Recreation Room
- On-Site Laundry Facilities
- Great Views of DC through Spacious Windows
- 24-hour State-of-the-Art 
  - Gated Security System
  - Reserved Parking
  - Usage Available
  - Pest Control Service
  - Heating & Cooling
  - Motionally Controlled
  - Cable TV

MOVE IN NOW AND RECEIVE ONE MONTH FREE!!
(OFFER GOOD THRU SEPTEMBER 30, 1994)
ACT NOW • CALL 202-265-3359

THE AMERICAN SUCCESS STORY

IT BEGINS WITH A GRADUATE DEGREE FROM THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY. IN THIS COMPETITIVE MARKET, WHAT YOU'VE ALREADY MAY NOT BE ENOUGH. WHAT YOU MAY NEED IS A GRADUATE DEGREE FROM OUR NEW, INNOVATIVE MBA PROGRAM OR ANY OF AMERICAN'S OTHER 94 GRADUATE DEGREE AND CERTIFICATE PROGRAMS.

Are you the next American Success Story?

THE AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
OFFICE OF GRADUATE AFFAIRS

WING IT AND WE'LL BRING IT
1215 U Street, N.W.
For Fast, Free Delivery Call
(202) 332-0618
(202) 332-0619
MON-SAT 10:30 A.M. - MIDNIGHT

PARTY PLATTER
BEER WITH RAGU /_ CANNED / TOMATOES / COTTAGE / ARTICHOKE HEARTS / SALADS
$25.00
$22.50
$20.00
$17.50
$15.00
$12.50

Oven Baked Hush Puppies
WINGS WITH RAGU /_ CANNED / TOMATOES / COTTAGE / ARTICHOKE HEARTS / SALADS
$5.00
$4.50
$4.00
$3.50
$3.00
$2.50

SOUPS

EGG NOODLE SOUP (VEG)
$3.50

ITALIAN SPECIALS
SERVED WITH MELON & HEARTS
SPAGHETTI WITH BEEF SAUCE ...
$15.00
SPAGHETTI WITH PESTO ...
$12.50
SPAGHETTI WITH FRIENDLY ...
$11.00

ENVIROMENTS

GARLIC JOE ...
$1.50

DESSERTS

SHILD'S LEMONADE ...
$1.25

THE HILTOP
October 14, 1994

© Moorland-Spingarn Research Center
DEPARTMENT OF JUSTICE
ANTITRUST DIVISION
CAMPS IN THE PRESERVATION OF ECONOMIC FREEDOM

Position Available:
Principal Specialist
(2-year appointment)

Starting Salary:
$22,717 (per year IGS-7)

Qualifications:
All applicants must be college graduates with a
GPA of 3.45 or above, or have graduated in the
upper 10 percent of their classes.

Locations of Positions:
Washington, DC

Duties of Positions:
Work involves preparing materials with all aspects of
civil and criminal antitrust investigations and
litigation. Requires excellent analytical and
organization skills as well as superior
communications ability both orally and in writing.
Must be a self-starter and able to work under pressure
effectively both as an individual and as a team
member. Occasional travel and overtime
required.

Benefits:
Sick and Annual Leave
Health and Life Insurance
Retirement Plan

To be considered, please send an Application for Federal Employment (SF-171) or
resume with references, a copy of your
college transcript(s), and a recent
writing sample to:

David Wasserman, HO
Department of Justice, Antitrust Division
Personnel Unit, Room 3239
10th and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Office: (202) 514-1992 Fax: (202) 514-0580

An Equal Opportunity and Reserve/Rehabilitation Employer

Will your company grow as fast as you do?

While many firms have been struggling, Andersen Consulting
has been growing. An average of 20% per year. That could mean the
difference between getting ahead and being over.

Andrew Wasseman, HO
Department of Justice, Antitrust Division
Personnel Unit, Room 3239
10th and Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
Washington, DC 20530

Office: (202) 514-1992 Fax: (202) 514-0580

An Equal Opportunity and Reserve/Rehabilitation Employer

Central City Travel Agency, Inc.
Conveniently Located inside the Howard University Hotel, Suite 307
2225 Georgia Avenue, N.W. • Suite 307
Washington, D.C. 20001

202-387-7979 Fax: 202-387-2693

“FULL SERVICE TRAVEL AGENCY”
THE WAY TO GO!!

OUR SERVICES

- Computerized Tickets and Reservations Services
- Tour Packages
- All Major Credit Cards Accepted
- Visa and Passport Services
- Travel Profiles for Personal and Business Journeys
- Car and Air Rental Reservations
- Group Reservations
- Travel Arrangements for Conventions
- Conferences and Associations
- Conference Planning
- Group Accommodation Management Reports
- Ticket Delivery
- Plus Other Services...

Joseph’s Hair & Nail Salon

Hair Cut & Color $18.00
Wax & 1 Cut $20.00
Full Perm $40.00
Top $20.00
Blends $50.00
Cuts $35.00
Hair $50.00
Perms $75.00
Spray $10.00

Dry $25.00

French Nails $35.00
Free Polish $20.00
Spray $10.00

Full Service Salon

Students

Bring in this ad and receive a discount on your services at
Joseph’s Hair & Nail Salon

Central City Travel Agency, Inc.
Conveniently Located inside the Howard University Hotel, Suite 307
2225 Georgia Avenue, N.W. • Suite 307
Washington, D.C. 20001

202-387-7979 Fax: 202-387-2693
The Howard University NAACP Chapter presents...

**NAACP WEEK**

**"Building Bridges"**

**October 16th**

Call to Chapel
Rankin Chapel 11:00am

**October 17th**

"Are You Bourgeois"
Forum
Library L41 7:30pm

**October 18th**

Open Mic
Poetry Cipher
Bethune Annex 7:00pm

**October 19th**

"Effectiveness of HU Student Leaders"
School of Business Auditorium
6pm

**October 20th**

"GREAT WIN"
Great Women in the NAACP
Quad Lounge 7:00pm

Membership Drives will be conducted in the dormitories. Doughnuts will be paid at all events.

ALL ARE WELCOME

---

**Are You An Explorer?**

For more information about our Morningstar ratings or TIAA-CREF, call 1-800-8-2776.

---

**T'S HAIR IT IS**

645 Florida Avenue
Washington, D.C. 20001
(202) 745-5881

Top Barbers & Stylists

**RELAXER-CUT COLOR ALL FOR ONLY $55.00**

Ask For MONICA SLAUGHTER (Pinky)

(Formerly with NATURAL MOTION Salon)
Black dollars belong in Black community

Black people need to support Black businesses. The idea is not new; yet, many Howard University students seem to be ignorant or unaware of it. However, there is a sense of urgency at this time as the talk of all the talk is focused on Black-owned businesses. The need for the Black community to support its own is not a new one. Yet, many students are not paying attention to this need. If students support Black businesses, they will not only be helping themselves, but they will also be helping their community.

Some students may argue that starting a business is difficult and that people do not have the time to do it. However, it is important to understand that supporting Black businesses is not only about starting a business, but it is also about supporting Black-owned businesses that already exist. These businesses are often run by Black people who have faced various challenges in trying to establish and maintain their businesses. Therefore, when students support these businesses, they are not only supporting the businesses, but they are also supporting the people behind them.

The University students should support Black businesses because these businesses are not only important for the Black community, but they are also essential for the overall economy. Black businesses contribute to the economy by creating jobs and generating wealth. However, many Black businesses are ignored by institutions that are supposed to support them. This is why it is crucial to support Black businesses.

The University students should support Black businesses because these businesses are more likely to hire Black people. This is important because it helps to increase the number of Black people in the workforce and helps to reduce the unemployment rate. Many Black businesses are also more likely to hire people from the Black community, which helps to bridge the gap between the Black community and the rest of the workforce.

The University students should support Black businesses because these businesses are more likely to provide better services. Black businesses are often run by people who have a deeper understanding of the needs of the Black community. This helps to ensure that the services provided are tailored to the needs of the Black community.

In conclusion, it is important for University students to support Black businesses. This will not only help the Black community, but it will also help the overall economy. Therefore, let us support Black businesses and make a difference in our community and the world.

Campus beautification: a year-round job

The physical environment of the campus is not only a source of pride for students, faculty, and staff, but it also serves as a reflection of the values and goals of the University. The physical environment is not merely a backdrop for academic and social activities, but it is also a space where students, faculty, and staff can gather and interact. Therefore, it is important to maintain a clean and beautiful campus.

However, maintaining a clean and beautiful campus is not an easy task. It requires continuous effort and commitment. The University has a responsibility to maintain the campus in a clean and beautiful condition. The University also has a responsibility to educate students, faculty, and staff about the importance of maintaining a clean and beautiful campus.

The University can start by implementing a exiting and effective maintenance schedule. The schedule should be designed to ensure that the campus is kept clean and beautiful throughout the year. The schedule should also be designed to ensure that the maintenance is done in a way that is environmentally friendly.

The University can also implement a student worker program. The program can provide students with an opportunity to earn money while also contributing to the maintenance of the campus. The program can be designed to provide students with hands-on experience in maintenance work.

The University can also involve students, faculty, and staff in the maintenance of the campus. The University can create a campus beautification committee to oversee the maintenance of the campus. The committee can include students, faculty, and staff who are interested in beautifying the campus.

In conclusion, maintaining a clean and beautiful campus is a year-round job. The University has a responsibility to maintain the campus in a clean and beautiful condition. The University can start by implementing an effective maintenance schedule, implementing a student worker program, and involving students, faculty, and staff in the maintenance of the campus.

New facility use policy curbs freedom of speech

The new facility use policy has been implemented in response to the increasing number of protests and demonstrations on campus. The policy has been implemented to ensure the safety and security of all members of the campus community.

The new policy requires that all events held on campus must be approved by the University administration. The policy also requires that all events must be held in accordance with the University's policies and procedures.

The new policy has been implemented to ensure that the campus community is not disrupted by events that are not in compliance with the University's policies and procedures. The policy has also been implemented to ensure that the campus community is not subjected to events that are not in compliance with the University's policies and procedures.

In conclusion, the new facility use policy has been implemented to ensure the safety and security of all members of the campus community. The policy has also been implemented to ensure that the campus community is not disrupted by events that are not in compliance with the University's policies and procedures.
Mandela, South Africa at ‘Crossroads’

Did you ever know about Hector Peterson the 7-year-old who was the first casualty of the 1976 Soweto Uprising? How about his mother, Mary, or maybe Fred Hampton, the young Pan-African revolutionary who was killed at the age of 21? These individuals are just two of those whose names are still a part of history, but whose faces are not.

The fall of apartheid and the rise of Nelson Mandela as leader of South Africa is something that has been in the news for decades. But who exactly is Mandela, and what has he done to shape the future of his country? What role did the Black Consciousness Movement play in this process? These are just a few of the questions that will be explored in this article.

The story of Mandela, a man who has been called both a hero and a villain, is one that is still being written. As the world looks towards South Africa for its future, it is important to remember the legacies of those who came before.

The failure of Congress to enact any type of health care reform in this election year has received a great deal of attention. Blacks should demand health care reform on all levels. It is time to make this a priority.

The administration... is trying to decide for the students whom they can listen to and with whom they can associate. The university and the administration are putting all the responsibility on the students. The students are being asked to play a role in their own lives. This is not a new thing. The university and the administration are asking the students to take responsibility for their own actions.

The students are being asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to. This is not a new thing. The students have always been asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to.

The administration is putting all the responsibility on the students. This is not a new thing. The students have always been asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to.

The students are being asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to. This is not a new thing. The students have always been asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to.

The students are being asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to. This is not a new thing. The students have always been asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to.

The students are being asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to. This is not a new thing. The students have always been asked to make decisions about who they want to be friends with, who they want to associate with, and who they want to listen to.
Investment Banking Opportunities at CS First Boston

CS First Boston, a leading global investment banking firm, will be recruiting for its financial analyst program. Positions are available in the Investment Banking and Public Finance Departments. All Seniors are invited to attend a presentation.

*Presentation:*
Wednesday, October 19, 1994
The Faculty Lounge
Room 585
6:00 p.m.

*Interviewing Schedule:*
Investment Banking
November 7, 1994

Public Finance
November 7, 1994

For further information and inquiries, please contact:
Reggie Mills  John Malpiede
Investment Banking  Public Finance
(212) 909-2981  (617) 556-5709

CS First Boston
SUBSCRIBE TO THE HILLTOP

You can have every issue of the nation's largest Black collegiate newspaper mailed to your home or office.

NAME

COMPANY

ADDRESS

PHONE

$25/semester

OR

$45/year

Make checks payable to: The Hilltop

2251 Sherman Avenue, NW

Washington, DC 20001

Call Kofi Simpson, office manager, for details at 202-806-6866
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